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Ask The Web Librarian

Tips from the
USA TODAY
Library
Our research
specialists guide readers to
helpful online information.
Today's Question
Where can I go to find
online information about
Native American gambling
casinos?
• What's the answer?
• Submit a question
• Past questions

Fun site

Flub Titles
Best in bad foreign
language subtitles.
Post your resume to
reach 1000s
of employers

Net life

Job sites
Employment sites go after
blue-collar workers.
Senior help
Site launched to help
seniors find drug programs.
Fighting spam
Researchers battle e-mail
stealing Web bots.
Web messaging
Technology breaks barriers,
dissolves distance.

e-Policy
http://www.usatoday.com/tech/webguide/front.htm

Hot Sites
Grocery History
Supermarkets today might
be places you avoid if at
all possible, but the
Safeways and A&Ps of
yesteryear can get some
people waxing nostalgic.
Groceteria.net celebrates
food vendors from the '20s
on, celebrating the joys of
returnable soda bottles,
and the birth of the modern
supermarket chain.
Travel Itineraries
Discover our shared past
the next time you travel.
These online itineraries,
courtesy of the National
Register of Historic Places,
offer guided tours of some
of the most historically
significant sites in the
country. Choose an
individual location or
explore itinerary
collections that deal with
the civil rights movement
and women's history.
E-Texts
Have a need to know?
Bibliomania gives you
easy access to more than
2,000 texts, including
articles, interviews, and a
wide variety of classic
novels, short stories and
plays, all for free. Also
includes study guides,
biographies, reference
works and more.
Game Ads
Are your favorite parts of
the Super Bowl all the
quirky new ads? Why not
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Net censorship
German state to block U.S.based neo-Nazi sites.
Net culture

Weathercams
Webcams offer
weather insight.
Web Celebs

Viggo
Mortensen
Rings star takes
cyberspace
crown, too.

vote for your favorite bits
of hilarious hucksterism at
AdBowl.com? A highly
democratic Web event
guaranteed to forge
solidarity between the
football widows (and dare
we say widowers) of the
land.
Willie & Joe
Cartoonist Bill Mauldin,
who died this week at the
age of 81, may be best
remembered for the
creation of Willie and Joe.
The pair of just-plain-folks
GIs appeared in Stars and
Stripes, sympathetically
portraying daily life on the
battlefields of WWII. This
small collection of comic
panels reminds us of the
talent we've lost.
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